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Understanding the phases of strongly corre-
lated quantum matter is challenging because they
arise from the subtle interplay between kinetic
energy, interactions, and dimensionality. In this
quest it has turned out that even conceptually
simple models of strongly correlated fermions,
which often only approximately represent the
physics of the solid state, are very hard to solve1.
Since the conjecture by P. W. Anderson2 that
the two-dimensional Hubbard model describes
the main features of high-Tc superconductivity
in the cuprates, there has been a major, yet
inconclusive, research effort on determining its
fundamental thermodynamic properties. Here
we present an experimental determination of the
equation of state of the repulsive two-dimensional
Hubbard model over a broad range of interac-
tions, 0 ≤ U/t . 20, and temperatures, down to
kBT/t = 0.63(2), using high-resolution imaging of
ultracold atoms in optical lattices. The equation
of state fully characterizes the thermodynamics
of the Hubbard model, and our results consti-
tute benchmarks for state-of-the-art theoretical
approaches.
Ultracold fermionic atoms have emerged as a versatile
platform to study strongly-correlated spin-1/2 fermions
since they submit to a precise microscopic description
and superbly sensitive detection. This approach has shed
new light, for example, on the crossover between a Bose-
Einstein condensate (BEC) of dimers and a Bardeen-
Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS)-type superconductor as well as
on the universal physics of the unitary Fermi gas3.
Among the remaining open questions are the proper-
ties of strongly-interacting fermions in lattices, which
have begun to be explored4–12. However, these inves-
tigations have not yet achieved the same level of accu-
racy in determining quantum phases and thermodynamic
properties as those without lattice13,23. The experimen-
tal determination of the equation of state of the Hubbard
model is of particular importance because, even with the
most advanced theoretical methods, strongly-correlated
lattice models are notoriously hard to tackle1,14,24. Re-
cently developed theoretical approximations of the two-
dimensional Hubbard model15,16 provide predictions for
a range of parameters, however, the inherent difficulty
of simulating strongly-correlated fermions has yet pre-
cluded the determination of a general phase diagram,
and the predictions resulting from the approximations
still require experimental verification.
The Hubbard model describes the two elementary pro-
cesses of tunnelling between neighbouring lattice sites
with amplitude t and on-site interaction between two
fermions of opposite spin with strength U . In a single-
band approximation the Hubbard Hamiltonian reads
H=−t
∑
〈i,j〉,σ
(
cˆ†i,σ cˆj,σ+cˆ
†
j,σ cˆi,σ
)
+ U
∑
i
nˆi,↓nˆi,↑ − µ
∑
i,σ
nˆi,σ.
Here cˆi,σ (cˆ
†
i,σ) denotes the annihilation (creation) oper-
ator of a fermion on lattice site i in spin state σ = {↑, ↓},
the bracket 〈,〉 denotes the restricted sum over nearest
neighbours, nˆi,σ = cˆ
†
i,σ cˆi,σ is the number operator and
µ is the chemical potential. One of the key signatures
of the repulsive (U > 0) Hubbard model is the appear-
ance of a Mott insulating state at half filling, i.e. for
n ≡ (〈nˆ↑〉 + 〈nˆ↓〉)/2 = 0.5. The Mott insulator forms
for U  t, kBT , where T is the temperature and kB is
Boltzmann’s constant. It is characterized by an occu-
pation of one particle per lattice site and a gap against
density excitations of order U .
Ultracold fermionic atoms in an optical lattice realize
the Hubbard model4,10. In such experiments, the Hamil-
tonian parameters t, U , µ, the temperature T , and the
dimensionality are experimentally tunable, thus provid-
ing access to a large parameter range. Previously, investi-
gations of the Hubbard model with ultracold atoms have
mostly focused on the Mott insulator in three dimensions
by detecting the global disappearance of doubly occupied
sites5,7,17, the response to an external compression6, the
analysis of reconstructed density profiles9, and global de-
tection of local spin correlations8,18. Unlike homogeneous
solid state systems, ultracold atoms are confined by an
external trapping potential V (r) leading to a spatially
varying density distribution n(r). Therefore, different
quantum phases can coexist in different regions of the
trap and their unique identification using global observ-
ables is often impossible. Conversely, with sufficient local
resolution, the coexistence of different phases can in prin-
ciple be used to sample a range of the phase diagram in
a single experimental realization. For bosonic19–21 and,
recently, fermionic9,11,12 atoms in optical lattices the co-
existence of different phases have been observed.
In this work we demonstrate high-resolution in-situ
imaging of a spin-balanced mixture of interacting spin-
1/2 fermionic atoms in a single, two-dimensional layer of
an optical lattice (see Figure 1a). By combining radio-
frequency spectroscopy and absorption imaging we de-
tect the in-situ density distributions of singly occupied
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FIG. 1. Setup and in-situ density profiles. a Experimental setup showing the arrangement of laser beams to create a stack of
two-dimensional Hubbard models with ultracold atoms. Singles and doubles within a single layer are detected by combining
radio-frequency spectroscopy and absorption imaging. b-d In-situ density profiles of singles and doubles in the two-dimensional
Hubbard model for different interaction strengths. The images are averaged over ∼ 35 repetitions of the experiment. The density
profiles cross over from a metallic phase at weak interactions, U/t = 1.6, to a flat-top Mott insulator without doubles at strong
interaction U/t = 12.0. e-g Singles, doubles, and total density data averaged over −10a ≤ x ≤ 10a (see dashed lines in b) as
well as evaluated along isopotential contours of the trapping potential.
lattice sites (“singles”), 〈nˆ↑ − nˆ↑nˆ↓〉, and of doubly oc-
cupied lattice sites (“doubles”), 〈nˆ↑nˆ↓〉 (for an extended
description see Methods). This allows us to identify the
two-dimensional Mott insulator and the metallic phase
spatially resolved. Crucially, our technique gives direct
access to the equation of state22 n(µ) and does not rely
on density reconstruction which can introduce numerical
noise at small radii9. Our experiments cover the regimes
from weak (U/t ' 0) to strong (U/t ' 20) interactions
and, where available, we compare to state-of-the-art the-
ories.
In Figure 1, we show examples of in-situ density pro-
files for different interaction strengths (Fig. 1b-d) to-
gether with cuts through the density distribution (Fig.
1e-g). For weak interactions, U/t = 1.6(2), the system
is metallic with an inhomogeneous density distribution.
In the center of the trap the density is highest and we
find an accumulation of doubles. This dense core is sur-
rounded by a low-density ring of singles (see Figure 1b).
For intermediate interactions, U/t = 8.2(5), the doubles
are suppressed by the increased interaction energy and,
correspondingly, the size of the cloud increases (see Fig-
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FIG. 2. Equation of state of the two-dimensional repulsive Hubbard model. Purple: U/t = −0.2(3) for kBT/t = 1.35(4); blue:
U/t = 1.6(2) for kBT/t = 1.19(4); green: U/t = 8.2(5) for kBT/t = 0.63(2); yellow U/t = 12.0(7) for kBT/t = 0.92(6); red:
U/t = 19.5(1.3) for kBT/t = 1.41(5). a Equation of state n(µ) vs. interaction strength. Solid lines show fits using NLCE data
15
(purple: non-interacting Hubbard model) from which the temperature has been extracted. The inset shows the comparison
with DCA data16 for the temperature interval 0.55 ≤ kBT/t ≤ 0.82 at U/t = 8. b Compressibility κ vs. filling. The dashed
line shows the prediction of the non-interacting Hubbard model at kBT/t = 1.4 and the grey band the prediction from DCA as
in (a). c Doubles fraction vs. filling. The theoretical predictions for the non-interacting (dashed line) and infinitely repulsive
(dashed-dotted line) Hubbard model are shown. The inset shows the behaviour at n = 0.5 vs interaction strength. The error
bars show the standard errors.
ure 1c). Finally, for strong interactions, U/t = 12.0(7),
we do not observe any doubles and a pronounced plateau
at filling n = 0.5 forms, which signals the appearance of
the Mott insulator (see Figure 1d). Employing the pre-
cise knowledge of the trapping potential V (x, y) caused
by the envelope of the optical lattice beams (going be-
yond the harmonic approximation used in9,13,20,22,23, see
Methods) enables us to average the measured density
along isopotential contours, see Figures 1e-g.
We analyse our data in the framework of the local den-
sity approximation, which states that the local chemical
potential µ(x, y) results from the chemical potential at
the center (x = y = 0) of the cloud and the trapping po-
tential by µ(x, y) = µ(0, 0)− V (x, y), and that the prop-
erties of the homogeneous system can be locally applied.
The calibration of the central chemical potential µ(0, 0)
(based on the precise knowledge of U , see Methods) is
provided by the particle-hole symmetry of the Hubbard
model, according to which the maximum of singles oc-
curs at half filling, n = 0.5, where the chemical potential
is µ(n = 0.5) = U/2. Combined with the knowledge
of the potential this allows us to convert the recorded
density profiles into an equation of state n(µ) and to di-
rectly determine local thermodynamic properties of the
gas13,20,22,23.
In Figure 2a, we show the experimental data of the
equation of state n(µ) for different interaction strengths.
The data clearly show the crossover from a metallic
phase for weak interactions with a strong density varia-
tion across the region of half filling, to a Mott-insulating
phase with a plateau at half-filling for strong interac-
tions. While the atom number remains approximately
constant at N ' 8.8(6)× 103 across different interaction
strengths, there is a marked increase the extent of the
Mott-insulating region for larger U/t. We also note that
the filling n = 0.5 at a chemical potential of µ = U/2
is a fixed-point of the equation of state, as theoretically
expected. We fit the measured equation of state with
data from numerical linked cluster expansion (NLCE)
calculations15, from which we determine the temperature
of the gas. Our lowest temperature, kBT/t = 0.63(2) at
U/t = 8.2, is already at the limit of validity of the numer-
ical approximation, which is evident from the weak artifi-
cial oscillations of the theoretical n(µ) data near n = 0.25
and above n = 0.5. We also compare our data with dy-
namical cluster approximation (DCA)16 for U/t = 8 (see
inset of Figure 2a), which confirms that they fall into the
temperature interval 0.55 ≤ kBT/t ≤ 0.82. However, the
available DCA data are too coarsely spaced in order to
fit the temperature more accurately.
From the equation of state we compute the com-
pressibility κ = ∂n∂µ shown in Figure 2b. The non-
interacting gas exhibits a maximum compressibility of
κ = 0.133(3) t−1 at half filling n = 0.5, which agrees
with the numerical simulation of the homogeneous non-
interacting Hubbard model at temperature kBT/t = 1.4
(dashed line). The approach from the metallic phase to
the Mott insulator is a crossover and therefore we expect
a smooth change of the thermodynamic properties. For
intermediate interactions, U/t = 8.2, we already observe
a significant reduction of the compressibility at n = 0.5
and a return to a more compressible phase at fillings
n > 0.5. We compare this compressibility with data from
DCA calculations16 and find very good agreement. For
strong interactions, U/t ≥ 12.0, the compressibility is
close to zero at half filling. For a system without dis-
order, a vanishing compressibility implies a gap against
density (charge) excitations, and hence combined with
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FIG. 3. Equation of state vs. temperature at U/t = 8.2. Blue: kBT/t = 0.67(3), green: kBT/t = 1.55(6), red: kBT/t = 3.25(7).
a Equation of state n(µ) for different temperatures with fits using NLCE data. b Compressibility at half filling vs. temperature
together with NLCE data. c Doubles fraction D vs. filling for different temperatures. d Doubles 〈nˆ↑nˆ↓〉 at half filling vs.
temperature. The solid line shows the coinciding predictions of NLCE15 and DCA16, and the dashed line the QMC prediction24.
The error bars show the standard errors.
the observation of a plateau at half-filling, unequivocally
demonstrates the observation of the Mott insulator in
two dimensions.
Furthermore, in Figure 2c we show the measured dou-
bles fraction D =
2〈nˆ↓nˆ↑〉
〈nˆ↑〉+〈nˆ↓〉 =
〈nˆ↓nˆ↑〉
n vs. filling and inter-
action strength. For the non-interacting gas, the spin-up
and spin-down fillings are uncorrelated, hence the dou-
bles fraction simplifies to D = n (dashed line in Fig. 2c).
The data for the non-interacting gas agree with this pre-
diction. In the limit of infinitely strong repulsive interac-
tions, the number of doubles is completely suppressed if
there are more lattice sites than particles, i.e. D = 0 for
n ≤ 0.5, while for n > 0.5 the number of doubles equals
the excess of atoms above half filling, i.e. D = 2 − 1/n
(dashed-dotted curve in Figure 2c). We observe that even
for U/t = 8.2 the data is close to the infinite-interaction
limit. For interaction strengths above this, the external
compression provided by the trap is too weak to observe
filling n > 0.5. The inset shows the measured doubles
fraction at half filling as a function of interaction strength
U/t.
Finally, we investigate the equation of state for vary-
ing temperature for U/t = 8.2. Around this interaction
strength antiferromagnetic ordering is expected to occur
at the highest transition temperature24 and thus knowl-
edge of the thermodynamics will guide the approach to
this state. In order to experimentally adjust the temper-
ature, we heat the gas using a weak periodic modulation
of the intensity of the horizontal lattice beams with a fre-
quency close to twice the horizontal trapping frequency,
followed by an equilibration time (see Methods). In Fig-
ure 3a, we display how n(µ) varies with temperature. The
distribution n(µ) gets broader and the compressibility at
half-filling increases. The latter is detailed in Figure 3b
which shows how the Mott insulator melts and its com-
pressibility increases from κ = 0.01 t−1 at low tempera-
ture to κ = 0.03 t−1 at high temperature, in agreement
with NLCE data (solid line). Moreover, in Figure 3c
we show the doubles fraction D vs. filling n for varying
temperatures and find a considerable increase of doubles
with temperature across all fillings. Some deviations be-
tween experimental and theoretical NLCE data are ob-
served at low filling for low temperatures even though
the total filling n is in good agreement. In Figure 3d
we plot the doubles at half filling vs. temperature and
find that it increases from 0.054(5) at the lowest temper-
atures kBT/t = 0.67(3) to 0.13(3) at kBT/t = 3.25(7),
in agreement with the results from NLCE15, DCA16, and
quantum Monte-Carlo (QMC) simulations24. Both, the
increase of compressibility and the increase in doubles,
signal the creation of thermally activated density exci-
5tations out of the lower Hubbard band. For the low-
est temperatures kBT/t = 0.63, our data are, within er-
ror, in agreement with the zero-temperature extrapola-
tion of numerical theory calculations. This reflects that
our measurements have reached the temperature limit for
which density-dependent quantities are suited for stud-
ies of the thermodynamics of the Hubbard model, and
we consider our measurements complete for the density
(charge) sector.
I. METHODS SUMMARY
We start from a two-component, spin-balanced Fermi
gas of 40K atoms in the two lowest hyperfine ground
states, |↓〉 ≡ |F = 9/2,mF = −9/2〉 and |↑〉 ≡
|F = 9/2,mF = −7/2〉, which is evaporatively cooled in
a crossed-beam optical dipole trap to a temperature of
T = 0.12(2)TF with 1.2(1) × 105 atoms per spin state.
Here, F and mF denote the hyperfine quantum numbers,
and TF is the Fermi temperature in the harmonic trap.
We split the cloud into a stack of ∼ 11 separate two-
dimensional planes by ramping up a strong optical lattice
potential along the vertical (z–) direction with a period
of az = 1.06(1)µm and a depth of 119(1)Erec,z, where
Erec,z = h
2/(8ma2z), h is Planck’s constant, and m is the
atomic mass. The tunnelling between adjacent planes
and the occupation of higher bands is negligible. The
two-dimensional gases are then subject to an in-plane
square optical lattice, realizing the two-dimensional Hub-
bard model. The lattice has a period of a = 532 nm and
a depth of 6.0(1)Erec where Erec = h
2/(8ma2), result-
ing in a tunnelling matrix element of t = h × 224(6) Hz.
The global confinement is, to lowest order, harmonic
with trapping frequencies ωx = 2pi × 22.0(2) Hz and
ωy = 2pi × 26.6(3) Hz. We independently control the
interaction parameter U using the Feshbach resonance
between the |↑〉 and |↓〉 states at a magnetic field of
202 G. We use magnetic fields between 189 G and 212 G
to tune the interactions over the range 0 . U/t ≤ 20. To
observe the atomic density in a single horizontal plane
we ramp up the horizontal lattices to ' 60Erec in or-
der to freeze the density distribution and perform high-
resolution radio-frequency (RF) spectroscopy in a pulsed,
vertical magnetic field gradient. This is followed by RF
spectroscopy in a homogeneous magnetic field to discrim-
inate between singles and doubles via the on-site interac-
tion shift. Finally, we take consecutive absorption images
of the two distributions.
II. METHODS
Detection
During the detection sequence we suppress atomic tun-
nelling by increasing the depths of the horizontal lat-
tice to 60Erec resulting in a tunnelling matrix element
of h× 0.038 Hz. To transfer one of the spin components
within a selected layer into a third hyperfine state we
use high-resolution radio-frequency (RF) spectroscopy in
a vertically oriented magnetic field gradient. Interaction
shifts between singly and doubly occupied lattice sites
are avoided by tuning the homogeneous magnetic field
to a value of 213.7 G where the scattering lengths in
the collisional channels |F = 9/2,mF = −7/2〉&|F =
9/2,mF = −3/2〉 and |F = 9/2,mF = −7/2〉&|F =
9/2,mF = −5/2〉 have been measured to be identical.
The direction of the magnetic field gradient of magnitude
B′ = 33.3(5) G/cm was carefully aligned (to within an ac-
curacy of 0.3 mrad) along the direction of the vertical lat-
tice using magnetic compensation fields along the x- and
y-directions. The amplitude shape of the RF pulse used
for addressing a single layer was optimized in order to
minimize transfer of neighbouring layers. As shown in the
Extended Data Fig. 1 we clearly resolve individual layers
with a frequency spacing of 0.64(1) kHz. From a com-
parison between the observed and the expected contrast
of the tomography spectrum we estimate a standard de-
viation of residual frequency fluctuations of 0.14(1) kHz
which corresponds to a standard deviation of magnetic
field fluctuations of 0.8(1) mG. From this we deduce an
average population admixture from both neighbouring
planes of 2.6(3) % within a frequency window of ±100 Hz
around the resonance frequency of the selected layer.
To distinguish singles and doubles within the selected
layer, we subsequently perform RF spectroscopy at a
homogeneous magnetic field of 180 G where, due to
the presence of the second spin component in state
|F = 9/2,mF = −5/2〉, the transition frequency from
|F = 9/2,mF = −9/2〉 to |F = 9/2,mF = −7/2〉 is
shifted for doubles by −6.6 kHz compared to the bare
transition frequency. We address this transition us-
ing a narrow RF sweep (HS1-pulse26) over a range of
4 kHz. For successive imaging of singles and doubles,
we temporarily transfer the singles population into the
|F = 7/2,mF = −7/2〉 hyperfine state using adiabatic
microwave frequency (MW) sweeps.
The overall detection fidelity of singles and doubles was
calibrated to be 1.00(2) and 0.82(2), respectively, which
was accounted for in the data analysis. The reduced de-
tection fidelity of doubles is attributed to residual loss
in the vicinity of the p-wave Feshbach resonance between
states |F = 9/2,mF = −9/2〉 and |F = 9/2,mF = −5/2〉
at a magnetic field of 215 G. We experimentally con-
firmed that the sum of the individually recorded den-
sity distributions of singles and doubles agrees to within
an uncertainty below 1% with the total density distribu-
tion recorded in the absence of the singles/doubles spec-
troscopy.
Absorption imaging
We perform absorption imaging on the |F =
9/2,mF = −9/2〉 to |F ′ = 11/2,m′F = −11/2) cycling
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EXTENDED DATA FIG. 1. Vertical tomography. Shown
is the total atom number on singly (blue) and doubly (red)
occupied lattice sites obtained from RF tomography in a ver-
tical magnetic field gradient of B′ = 33.3 G/cm. Data points
show the average over nine experimental repetitions, the er-
ror bar displays the standard error. The solid lines are fits to
the data based on the expected transfer function of the to-
mography RF-pulse taking into account a Gaussian residual
frequency noise with a variance of 140 Hz and the zero-point
width of the individual layers along the vertical direction. The
agreement of the resonance frequencies for singles and dou-
bles confirms the absence of an interaction shift at the chosen
magnetic field bias of 213.7 G.
transition of the D2-line with a resonant optical pulse
of 5µs duration. The shadow cast by the atoms is im-
aged onto a CCD camera using an objective with nu-
merical aperture of NA=0.5 and overall magnification of
22.7(1) which was calibrated from noise correlation mea-
surements after ballistic expansion27. The imaging reso-
lution (FWHM of the autocorrelation peak) of 1.2(1)µm
was deduced from the density noise of individual in-situ
images.
To account for saturation effects during imaging, we
carefully calibrated the effective saturation intensity
I∗sat = α
∗Isat at the position of the atoms, which de-
viates by a factor α∗ from the bare saturation intensity
Isat due to polarization imperfections and frequency fluc-
tuations of the imaging light, as well as recoil-induced
Doppler shifts28. A series of absorption images of a sin-
gle layer (with maximum optical density of ∼ 0.4) was
taken for varying imaging pulse durations τ = 1.5−10µs
and approximately constant total photon number. The
corresponding imaging light intensity Ii varied between
1.2 and 7.1 times the saturation intensity Isat. This pa-
rameter range was chosen in order to limit the induced
Doppler shift to below 0.7 of the intensity-broadened line
width and the atomic displacement to about the depth
of focus of the imaging system.
The optical depth evaluated from the set of calibration
images
ODcorr(x, y) = −α∗ log
(
If (x, y)
Ii(x, y)
)
+
Ii(x, y)− If (x, y)
Isat
(1)
where Ii (If ) denotes the initial (final) light intensity, re-
spectively, was found to show least variation with imag-
ing light intensity for a correction factor of α∗ = 1.6(2).
The saturation intensity Isat was calibrated with an es-
timated accuracy of 10% using a power meter. From
the corrected optical density profile, the atomic density
distribution n(x, y) is deduced according to n(x, y) =
ODcorr(x, y)/σ0 with the bare cross section σ0 = 3λ
2/2pi
and the imaging wavelength λ = 766.7 nm. The esti-
mated systematic uncertainty of the thereby calibrated
atomic density profiles is about 10%, however, they pro-
vide the expected density of half-filling for a Mott insu-
lator without applying an additional correction factor.
We confirmed by varying the duration of the imaging
pulse that loss of doubles caused by light-assisted colli-
sions can be neglected for our imaging parameters. The
detection fidelity of doubles in absorption imaging was
observed to be equal both, for in-situ imaging and imag-
ing after ballistic expansion.
Imaging background
Off-resonant imaging of the spin component residing in
the hyperfine state |F = 9/2,mF = −5/2〉 causes a small
background signal in the absorption images of the singles
and doubles densities. We correct for this by subtracting
from the individual images an average of several back-
ground images taken with a far off-resonant tomography
pulse. From a comparison between the magnitude of the
measured and expected imaging background, we deduce
a lower bound of the average efficiency of the individual
adiabatic RF sweeps of 0.998.
Calibration of trapping potential
In accordance with the experimental setup, we model
the trapping potential V (x, y) along the horizontal direc-
tions with a pair of Gaussian beams intersecting in the
y-z-plane at an angle of 14.5(1)◦ (z-lattice) and a com-
bination of two in-plane, retro-reflected Gaussian beams
(x/y-lattice). The power ratios between the incoming
and retro-reflected beams are set to the measured val-
ues. We deduced the orientation of the horizontal lat-
tice beams in the imaging frame from density-density
correlations of a non-interacting gas imaged after bal-
listic expansion27. The waists of the Gaussian beams
are extracted from trap frequency measurements per-
formed in the absence of the retro-reflected beam along
the oscillation direction. In order for the measurement
to be dominated by the harmonic region of the Gaussian
trapping potential, the oscillation amplitude and atom
7number in these measurements were sufficiently small.
The measured trap frequencies are ωx = 2pi × 22.0(2) Hz
and ωx = 2pi × 26.6(3) Hz which correspond to waists of
wx−latt = 172(2)µm, wy−latt = 165(2)µm and wz−latt =
140(5)µm as was confirmed within errors by direct imag-
ing of the beam profiles.
Calibration of lattice depths and Hubbard
parameters
The lattice depths were calibrated by modulating the
individual lattice beam intensities and observing para-
metric excitations from the ground to the second-excited
Bloch band. We determine the central lattice depth in
the center of the trap from the observed parametric res-
onance frequency with an accuracy of 3%.
Our calculation of the on-site interaction energy U is
based on the analytical solution for the energy of two
atoms in an axially symmetric harmonic potential inter-
acting through an s-wave δ-pseudopotential29. Since the
actual sinusoidal potential around a single lattice site ap-
proaches a harmonic potential only for very deep lattice
depths, we employ a (lattice-depth dependent) anhar-
monic correction factor30 that rescales the analytical so-
lution for the harmonic potential to match the perturba-
tive solution for the sinusoidal potential around vanishing
scattering length. This approach has been confirmed ex-
perimentally for the bosonic Hubbard model31. Further,
we find very good agreement of calculated interaction
shifts between different hyperfine-state pairs and the val-
ues observed in RF spectroscopy.
In determining the uncertainty of U/t we take into ac-
count the uncertainties in the three lattice depths, in
the homogeneous magnetic field B and in the scattering
length as(B). The dominant contribution is the uncer-
tainty in the parametrisation of the Feshbach resonance
at around 202 G.
Due to the Gaussian envelope of the lattice beams, the
depths of all three lattices Vx,y,z vary in the xy-plane as
one moves away from the trap center. Thus, the in-plane
tunnelling t and the on-site interaction U are spatially de-
pendent. Moreover, the tunnelling becomes anisotropic
and tx,y have to be considered separately away from the
trap center. While we do not take this variation into ac-
count in our analysis, we give a quantitative estimate of
this variation in the following.
First, we consider the variation along the lines
where Vx = Vy. There, we have tx = ty and
the potential at a lattice site is axially symmet-
ric. With the beam waists given in the previous
section these lines correspond approximately to di-
agonals in the xy-plane. The radial variation of U/t
along these lines can be approximated by (U/t)(r) =
(U/t)0
[
1− 2.54× 10−5 (r/a)2 + 2.88× 10−10 (r/a)4]
with the lattice constant a. This corresponds to a
(5, 10, 15, 20) % reduction compared to (U/t)0 at a
radial distance of r/a = (45, 64, 80, 93), respectively.
The increase in tunnelling can be approximated by
t(r)/t0 = 1 + 1.49 × 10−5 (r/a)2 + 9.51 × 10−9 (r/a)3,
which gives an increase of (5, 10, 15, 20) % at
r/a = (57, 80, 97, 112), respectively. In general, the
potential at a lattice site away from the trap center is no
longer axially symmetric, and our method to calculate
U outlined above is no longer applicable.
Data analysis
The data was taken by repeatedly scanning the RF
frequency of the tomography pulse across the central
layer which was placed into the focus of the imaging sys-
tem. Post-selection of those images where the tomogra-
phy pulse was resonant with the central layer has been
performed according to the following procedure: We ex-
tract from every individual image the isopotential aver-
ages nS/D(−V ) (binned in steps of ∆V = h × 100 Hz)
for singles (S) and doubles (D) and fit the data with
NLCE15 (or non-interacting) theory η× ntheoS/D(µ0− V, T )
with fit parameters µ0, T and η, the latter accounting for
the efficiency of the tomography pulse. The histogram of
the obtained efficiency values η exhibits a clear peak at
1. We confirmed that our data for temperatures above
kBT ∼ 2t can be equally well described by second-order
high temperature series expansion (HTSE) of the Hub-
bard model. However, the HTSE fits are not able to
describe our low-temperature data due to the occurrence
of oscillations around filling n = 0.25 and n = 0.7532.
In the further data analysis only those images with
0.95 ≤ η ≤ 1.05 are taken into account. Averaging
over multiple experimental repetitions is then performed
on the individual density distributions n(µ). This ap-
proach eliminates shot-to-shot fluctuations of the total
atom number (which are below 10%) from the averaged
equation of state data. In Figure 1 of the main text,
however, we averaged the data, obtained by the same se-
lection method, in real space and for the shown density
profiles applied a Gaussian-shaped spatial filter matched
to our imaging resolution.
The compressibility data shown in Figure 2b of the
main text is deduced from the derivative of local (second-
order) polynomial fits to the equation of state data in a
chemical potential range of h × 700 Hz. The error bars
indicate the standard error of the fit including the error
of our determination of µ0.
For the extraction of the compressibility data at half-
filling shown in Figure 3b of the main text, we fit the
equation of state data near half-filling with a third-order
polynomial of odd symmetry over a chemical potential
range of h×700 Hz for the low-temperature data and h×
1300 Hz for the high-temperature data. We then choose
in a range of ±h × 100 Hz around the half-filling point
µ = U/2 the polynomial fit with the smallest slope and
extract from this the compressibility at half-filling.
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